DO I LOOK APPETIZING?
If you think so, I actually taste like crap. And I’ll tell you why.
First of all, you may have thought I was a turkey, but I am not. I’m a chicken. I was fed hormones and that’s why I look like a christmas meal. The hormones made me gain weight quickly in a short amount of time and eating me will affect you in a bad way.
Here is why I shouldn’t be eaten:
- I increase the risk for breast cancer and prostate cancer.
- I can cause early maturity in humans.
- I can make people gain weight easily.

I taste funny as well. I don’t have as much natural flavor, I’m a bit harder when you chew me and I’m not as tender as chicken who are fed normal diets.
It is illegal to feed chicken hormones in Australia, the United States, and Canada. Although, it is still done in other countries. When you travel overseas either on business or holiday, be aware when you eat chicken there. Do some research on the country you are visiting if feeding chicken and other farm animals hormones is practiced or not. It is better to be safe than sorry.